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Part I – Company Background 

 

 As one of the largest advertising agencies worldwide with over 290 offices in 80 countries, 

BBDO Worldwide is a major player in the advertising industry (Hoover's Inc., 2011). The agency 

functions as the flagship of  Omnicom Group, a leading global media conglomerate. Founded in 1981, 

BBDO has created successful advertising campaigns for well-known clients such as PepsiCo, FedEx, 

General Electric, and Chrisler (Hoover's Inc., 2011). In order to more fully understand the prolonged 

success of BBDO Worldwide, this analysis will explore the inner workings of the agency in detail. I 

will begin by exploring the company's background, including biographies by key employees, as well as 

a summary of current clients and recent media activity. Then, I will examine General Electric's 

Ecomagination campaign in more detail, paying specific attention to the big idea, theme, target 

audience, and success of the advertising. Finally, I will offer recommendations for the campaign by 

writing a creative pitch for the next advertisement that stays true to the big idea.   

 Any business can only be as successful as its key employees are competent. And any 

examination of employees has to start at the top, in this case with Andrew Robertson – President and 

CEO of BBDO Worldwide. Robertson had a diverse childhood as he was born in Zimbabwe, and raised 

in both Africa and England (Cityfile Inc.). After graduating with a degree in economics from the 

University of London, he started his advertising career as a Media Planner at the prestigious agency 

Ogilvy & Mather before switching to J. Walter Thompson as an account manager for Kellogg in 1989 

(Cityfile Inc.). Robertson joined the BBDO network at age 35 in 1995 when he moved to  Abbott Mead 

Vickers BBDO in London (Agency.Asia). After a few years he relocated to New York, in 2001 became 

the CEO of BBDO North America, and accepted the same position for the global agency in 2004. 

During his reign at BBDO, Robertson has transformed the agency from a traditional, celebrity-driven 

approach to a more innovative, off-beat, and interactive company that can compete with smaller, 

independent agencies (Cityfile Inc.). 
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 Robertson's very first move, initiating this transition, was to replace BBDO Chief Creative 

Officer Ted Sann with David Lubars. Lubars had occupied the same position at BBDO's West Coast 

office in the mid-nineties But his major work had come at other agencies, including Chiat/Day in Los 

Angeles and Fallon Worldwide, where he made a name for himself by winning numerous creative 

awards (Gimein, 2005). Lubars embodies Robertson's concept of a new, creative, multimedia approach 

to advertising that goes beyond the traditional 30 second television spot and embraces print and the 

internet. After taking the job, he quickly laid off many longtime employees because they didn't agree 

with his concept that the agency should look for "ideas that are the most horizontal" – effective not 

only in a 30 second spot, but across media (Berger, 2007). Under his creative lead, BBDO has 

transformed from an agency focusing on traditional media to an environment where "there is no 

medium we don't perform in" (Berger, 2007). 

 Among the new media both Robertson and Lubars have embraced, the internet plays a major 

role. At BBDO, this medium is handled in large part by the digital agency Atmosphere Proximity, a 

member of the BBDO network and directed since its founding by CEO and Chief Creative Officer 

Andreas Combuechen (Atmosphere Proximity). Before founding the agency, the native German had 

been the creative director of Combuechen Dodt Muench in Cologne, Germany as well as of Frankfurt 

Balkin Partners in New York City (The Advertising Club). Under his leadership, Atmosphere has won 

multiple interactive awards, including the @d:Tech award for a Cingular Wireless campaign  (The 

Advertising Club). Other Atmosphere digital clients include Target, General Electric, and Frito-Lay. In 

short, Combuechen has played a major role in helping to move BBDO Worldwide toward a more 

innovative age, in which interactive media has become as important as television for advertisers. 

 The movement from a traditional, television-based advertising agency to a more interactive, 

digital company has entrenched BBDO as a global industry leader, with new clients continuously 

expanding its illustrious portfolio. One member of this portfolio is General Electric, which has been a 
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BBDO client for a staggering 90 years. Together, GE and BBDO have gone from a time when radio 

represented a revolutionary and new advertising opportunity to the digital age where iPhone ads have 

become the latest digital trend (Johnson, 2011). Mutual trust and respect have developed the 

relationship to the point where in almost a century, General Electric has not once had to review the 

account (Johnson, 2011). Yet paradoxically, GE's Global Executive Director of Advertising and 

Branding Judy Hu cites constant change at BBDO as a major reason for this long-lasting relationship. A 

company like General Electric is built on innovation, and the agency has to constantly evolve to ensure 

that client needs are met at all times. BBDO has done so, developing the current Ecomagination 

campaign through a variety of media outlets such as TV, print, and  internet. 

 Another long-lasting client of BBDO Worldwide is Gillette, which has been with the agency 

since 1966 and decided not to switch agencies even when it was acquired by Procter & Gamble in 2005 

(Sampey & McMains, 2005). Through the years, BBDO has managed a number of Gillette products 

including Oral B tooth paste, Right Guard deodorant, and a variety of razors. Most notably, the 

recently-introduced Gillette Fusion ProGlide razor became one of the fastest-growing new brands in 

the United States, thanks in large part to a creative advertising campaign by BBDO (Neff, 2010). The 

campaign under the theme of "turning shaving into cliding and skeptics into believers" relies on TV and 

internet advertising by BBDO New York and Atmosphere as well as creative print ads to promote the 

new razor (Neff, 2010). BBDO not only manages the Gillette account in the United States, but has also 

launched a global campaign aimed to connect the razor's brand image with feelings of self-confidence 

for men; in accordance with the tagline "the best a man can get" (BBDO Worldwide, 2009).  

 Another well-known client in the BBDO portfolio is Mars, Inc., manufacturer of products such 

as M&M's and Snickers (Maydream Inc). After being given the Snickers account in 1995, BBDO 

promptly started to advertise the chocolate bar with an off-beat, quick-witted style. While the agency 

lost the account temporarily, it was won back by BBDO New York with a pitch that would turn into one 
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of the most well-known campaigns in recent years. During the 2010 Super Bowl, BBDO entrenched 

Snickers in the minds of consumers with its now-famous "You're not You when You're Hungry" 

commercial, which helped bring actress Betty White back into the spotlight and topped the USA Today 

Ad Meter (York, 2010). Since then, more TV advertisements including celebrities such as Liza Minelli 

have reinforced the humorous message that only Snickers can help you be your true self even when 

hungry. True to David Lubars' mantra, the campaign has also been extended to include other media 

such as an interactive YouTube channel and print advertisements around the world. Other Mars brands 

managed by BBDO have included M&M's, Uncle Ben's, and Bounty (Garcia). 

 These three clients along with many others have made BBDO Worldwide one of the most 

successful advertising agencies in the world. In 2010, the agency was named "Network of the Year" at 

Cannes Lions and in the Big Won Report, while the Gunn Report named it the "Most Awarded Agency 

Network in the World" for the fifth year in a row (BBDO Worldwide, 2011). Such continued success 

attracts new clients, so the national restaurant chain Arby's named BBDO its new advertising agency in 

December 2010. Arby's, which will work with the agency to introduce a new marketing campaign in 

the first quarter of this year, joined Orbitz and Johnson & Johnson as new  BBDO clients of note in 

2010 (Morrison, 2010). But the network also continues to diversify, looking for new opportunities to 

service its clients. For example, BBDO founded Batten & Company in November 2010, a consulting 

firm that will help its clients in ways that go beyond traditional advertising. BBDO CEO Robertson 

imagines the new firm as helping current and future clients understand the behavior of their customers 

and formulate the meaning of their brands – an important step for any advertiser (Elliot, 2010). Thus, 

BBDO as a business is certainly not stagnant. Instead, it appears to constantly look for new ways to 

leverage its relationships with clients as well as its award-winning work into new business 

opportunities. 
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Part II – Creative Assessment 

 

 How does BBDO Worldwide create advertising campaigns that win over both customers and 

critics? Ecomagination, a campaign created for General Electric, provides a good case study. As the 

name suggests, the campaign's theme is a play on the company tagline "Imagination at Work," 

combined with the message that preserving our planet is crucial in today's society. In other words, 

General Electric attempts to persuade its audience that the imagination applied daily by General 

Electric employees is used for a greater good – sustainability. Additionally, while General Electric hints 

at its products working toward this goal, none of these products is ever directly mentioned in any of the 

Ecomagination ads. So rather than attempting to sell specific products, the campaign aims to improve 

general consumer perceptions of General Electric.  

 General Electric explicitly states that its goal is to promote sustainability by showing positive 

imagery of what its products are capable of achieving. This approach to 'green marketing' differs from 

the majority of advertising campaigns with similar goals, which according to General Electric too often 

promote their company with "pessimistic landscapes" (Ecomagination). One recent advertisement 

entitled Ellie especially embodies this theme. In it, a young elephant dances to upbeat music through 

the rain forest, a field of solar cells, and into a General Electric factory. At the same time, a narrator 

explains how the company uses modern technology to create products that are "good for both the 

economy and the environment."  The positive atmosphere of the advertisement is combined with the 

message that General Electric works toward a more environmentally-friendly world. Thus, as the 

campaign name suggests, Ecomagination positions General Electric as an innovative, environmentally 

conscious company that looks out for everybody, not just its own success.  

 Out of the above theme flows the campaign's big idea, which can be succinctly described as 

'creating positive sustainability.' More specifically, BBDO seeks to achieve its goal of triggering 

company awarenes by generating positive attitudes among consumers about the company and its goals. 
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As a result, each advertisement evokes positive mental images such as music, dancing and beautiful 

landscapes. These elements can be seen in the Ellie commercial, but also in other campaign ads such as 

Electric Cattle (A concert given by dancing cows) and Pluck (power poles playing a melody). The big 

idea is also evident in other media. The campaign website is designed with predominantly bright colors 

and a beautiful hillside as its background, just like various print advertisements have beautiful 

landscapes as their backdrop. 

 General Electric's advertising campaigns are generally geared toward businesses, as many of the 

products fabricated at the company are made for the business-to-business market. However, since the 

goal of the Ecomagination campaign is to improve customer perceptions, the target audience here 

seems to consist of individuals instead of companies. More specifically, General Electric seeks to target 

a well-educated adult audience who is conscious of the environment and understands that more 

sustainable technology is needed dearly. As a result, TV and print advertisements are created to 

emphasize the sustainability theme with easily understandable topics. In addition, the appeals within 

the ads are often more emotional than rational, which also points to individual consumers as the target 

audience because business customers are usually persuaded by product-specific facts instead of a 

general message. Indirectly, the campaign might target business customers by raising awareness and 

influencing the attitudes of key executives. Still, the main focus is not on selling General Electric's 

products but on raising awareness and improving attitudes toward the company, which points to 

individual consumers instead of business customers as the target audience. 

 This target to individual consumers can be observed in another recent advertising called Line 

Dance. It shows employees at work and throughout the land dancing together, while a narrating voice 

explains that sustainable technology is something we can all "get in step with." Like in Ellie, the focus 

here is not on specific products that businesses can buy, but instead on how General Electric as a 

company provides technology that is good for our environment. No product is mentioned by name, so 
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the advertisement is clearly image-driven and focuses on emotional appeal. Among individual 

consumers, the focus  seems to be on middle-aged adults of both genders. Children and teenagers will 

not connect with a "change the world" mentality, while adults over 60 have often adopted an attitude of 

looking out for themselves first. Ecomagination targets those who have both the means and the will to 

change something, even if it's just by making the right choices – such as preserving energy and 

encouraging sustainability.  

 True to BBDO's mantra that a message should be adaptable throughout all media, the 

Ecomagination campaign is not just limited to television. Instead, it also includes print advertisements 

in magazines and newspapers that are true to the theme. One of them shows palm trees at the beach 

with a setting sun in the foreground, while on an island in the background wind turbines can be seen 

that curiously resemble the trees. The beautiful scenery is reinforced by the message that General 

Electric wind turbines alone can provide energy for millions of homes in a sustainable way.  

 Beyond print and television, the campaign also includes interactive media. On the campaign 

website, interested consumers are able to get further information about new technologies, products, and 

the Ecomagination campaign itself. Also on the website is the 'Ecomagination Challenge', where 

students, entrepreneurs, and businesses are asked to submit ideas on how improve energy use in the 

future. In accordance with its "Imagination at Work" slogan, General Electric has agreed to fund the 

best idea.  Recently, BBDO introduced a viral element to the campaign when it asked users to upload 

videos of themselves dancing to the Line Dance song. For every video submitted, GE promises to 

donate clean drinking water to developing nations, while the best dance can win a home makeover with 

$10,000 of new, energy-friendly appliances. Other interactive elements include a YouTube channel 

where users can watch the different TV ads, a Facebook page, a Twitter account, and a blog. BBDO has 

even introduced a new format in iPhone ads, which can be viewed by cell phone users upon a simple 

click.  
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 With its integration of the campaign throughout different media, BBDO has ensured that 

Ecomagination can be watched, understood, and interpreted by consumers anywhere in the United 

States. While the specific copy of each ad focuses on slightly different topics, the general idea of 

General Electric's innovative products being able to make the world more environmentally friendly is 

always retained. Thus, consistency in terms of message and visuals is maintained throughout the 

campaign and its various media. As a result, the audience often knows it is looking at a General Electric 

ad before it has even seen the company logo.  

 In my opinion, while the campaign is very successful in various aspects, it has a few minor 

flaws that deserve consideration. For example, in today's environment of advertising clutter, it is 

extremely important for a campaign to quickly gain the attention of its audience. While the television 

advertisements generally are very successful in using unexpected elements to achieve that goal, the 

same cannot always be said about their print counterparts. The above-mentioned Palm Trees 

advertisement has a good copy and punchline ("nice job, mother nature"), but its picture is very 

generic; at first glance, the picture could advertise a wide variety of travel companies. However, a good 

advertisement copy on its own cannot be successful; for viewers to even consider reading it, the visual 

has to be compelling and excitement-generating. The television ads succeed in doing so – cows giving 

a concert, an elephant dancing, or utility poles playing music generate a "boom" factor that make the 

ads stand out and easily trigger audience attention. On the other hand, beautiful but generic pictures of 

palm trees, railroad tracks, or a city at night, other examples of print ads in the campaign, often fail to 

generate that same kind of attention at first glance. But among those consumers paying further attention 

to the advertisement, the picture and the succinct copy make sense together; so this weakness is only 

minor.  

 Another minor flaw of Ecomagination is comprised of the few links between different media. 

While the overarching theme of the campaign is remarkably consistent from television to print and the 
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internet, they are often not linked together explicitly. As a result, someone watching a television 

advertisement or reading a print advertisement is not naturally lead to the website for more information. 

Consumers have to conduct their own search in order to inform themselves about the campaign, which 

could detract some people from the well-designed website or other interactive elements. However, in 

today's society many people are internet-savvy enough to conduct such research quickly and efficiently, 

especially among the campaign's target audience of well-educated adults. Hence, this weakness is also 

minor and does not detract from the overall success of the campaign. 

 After carefully examining the different elements of Ecomagination, I was impressed by how the 

big idea can be found in every aspect of the campaign, regardless of the medium. BBDO has done a 

wonderful job of creating a campaign that is ringing in a new age of 'green marketing,' where the 

consumer is persuaded to like a brand through positive emotions of hope rather than negative feelings 

of guilt. Before this analysis, I considered General Electric as just one of many business-to-business 

marketers with little individual brand personality. But through this campaign, the agency has created a 

company image in my mind that is both personable and environmentally conscious, successfully 

positioning itself apart from its competitors in the minds of consumers. 
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Part III – Creative Pitch 

  

 The most important thing for any new advertisement in the Ecomagination campaign is to stay 

consistent with the big idea by sending the same message of positive sustainability to the same target 

audience. The objective also has to remain the same, generating awareness and educating consumers 

about General Electric's efforts in terms of sustainable technology. To connect even more closely to the 

individual consumers, the next advertisement should take place in a home.  

 On its Ecomagination website, General Electric provides information about new technology that 

helps consumers save energy at home such as an energy measuring device, a lightbulb consuming just 6 

watts, and energy-efficient appliances. To emphasize this technology as providing direct consumer 

benefits while also maintaining the concept of sustainability, I imagine a home in a beautiful landscape 

at a hillside, early in the morning. The inhabitants wake up and step outside into the sun, only to find 

that their house has been surrounded by various kinds of animals from the nearby forest (bears, wolves, 

foxes, deer... ) The scene is staged as to appear scary to most of us, but the inhabitants act completely 

normal – they must be used to this, it happens every morning. They go for a morning walk, stepping 

out of the picture while leaving their door open, and the animals get inside the house and lovingly hug 

and purr at kitchen appliances, lamps, and other sustainable General Electric Products.  

 As for sound, classical music is playing (in the style of "morning mood" by Edvard Grieg – 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gH1JMdWpJ54). A narrator explains the connection – that with 

General Electric products, consumers can save energy and "get in touch with their inner nature". The 

concept of bringing nature from the outside to the inside (both in the form of animals coming into the 

house and internalizing the concept of sustainability) deepens the theme of the campaign. Consumers 

are more personally affected, and thus have a better chance of remembering General Electric as a 

sustainable company. At the same time, the concept of live animals surrounding a house should 

generate enough attention for viewers to keep watching the ad.  
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Ecomagination Campaign Material 

 

2011 TV Commercial – Ellie 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCdBPwRRPtE 

 http://www.coloribus.com/adsarchive/tv-commercials/ge-ellie-14133255/ 

2011 TV Commercial – Line Dance 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yql_HGIYV3g 

 http://www.coloribus.com/adsarchive/tv-commercials/ge-line-dance-14128055/ 

2011 TV Commercial – Electric Cows 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=41mGkBTK6PM 

 http://www.coloribus.com/adsarchive/tv-commercials/ge-electric-cattle-14133205/ 

2009 TV Commercial – Pluck 

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJJseibMxe8 

 http://www.coloribus.com/adsarchive/tv-commercials/ge-pluck-13033855/ 

 

2009 Print Advertisement – Smart Grid 

 http://www.coloribus.com/adsarchive/prints/ge-smart-grid-13009255/ 

2009 Print Advertisement – Fuel Efficiency 

 http://www.coloribus.com/adsarchive/prints/ge-fuel-efficiency-13009105/ 

2007 Print Advertisement – Palm Trees 

 http://www.coloribus.com/adsarchive/prints/general-electric-palm-trees-9347955/ 

2006 Print Advertisement – Ecomagination 

 http://www.coloribus.com/adsarchive/prints/environmental-campaign-ecomagination-7977505/ 

 

Campaign Website – http://www.ecomagionation.com 

Ecomagination Challenge Website – http://challenge.ecomagination.com 

 

Campaign YouTube Site – http://www.youtube.com/ecomagination 

Campaign Facebook Page – http://www.facebook.com/ecomagination 

Campaign Twitter Account – http://twitter.com/ecomagination 

 

iPhone/iPad Advertisement – http://www.coloribus.com/adsarchive/directmarketing-casestudy/ge- 

  iad-were-all-in-this-together-14107505/ 


